
13.07.2020

WALT: Compare mass

WILF:

1. Know that mass means how heavy 

something is

2. Use the terms lighter and heavier

3. Make comparisons



Lighter or Heavier?



Which is heavier?

A the lunchbox B the tablespoon



Correct!

A the lunchbox



Which is lighter?

A the school shoes B the socks



Correct!

B the socks



Which is heavier?

A the stickers B the basketball



Correct!

B the basketball



Which is lighter?

A the book B a piece of paper



Correct!

B a piece of paper



Which is heavier?

A the glue stick B the feather



Correct!

A the glue stick



Which is lighter?

A the hat B the laptop



Correct!

A the hat



Which is heavier?

A the chair B the hair ribbon



Correct!

A the chair



Which is lighter?

A the vase B the pencil



Correct!

B the pencil



Which is heavier?

A the scissors B the tablet



Correct!

B the tablet





















Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



14.07.2020

WALT: measure mass in grams

WILF:

1. Add amounts together

2. Read scales

3. Solve problems

















Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



15.07.2020

WALT: compare volume

WILF:

1. Use the terms full, half full and empty

2. Understand bigger containers have a 

greater capacity

3. Order containers by volume





Capacity 
Which holds more?

a) the mug b) the tablespoon



Capacity 
Which holds more?

a) the bowl b) the bucket



Capacity 
Which holds more?

a) the water bottle b) the milk carton



Capacity 
Which holds more?

a) the kids pool b) the plant pot



Capacity 
Which holds more?

a) the box b) the jar



Capacity 
Which holds more?

a) the teacup b) The fish bowl



Capacity 
Which holds more?

a) the yoghurt tub b) The cereal box





















Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



16.07.2020

WALT: measure capacity in millilitres

WILF:

1. Know that capacity can be measured 

in millilitres

2. Read scales

3. Calculate capacity





















Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



17.07.2020

WALT: read temperatures

WILF:

1. Know that temperature is measured in 

°C.

2. Read scales

3. Mark scales





















Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!




